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SHOULD BE HERE!

February 4th- Archange Michael Greek Orthodox Church Drive North
Entrance, Pick up your $30 tote bag filled with 10 soups from
12-3pm, SOUPer Bowl XVI

February 10th- Jeanne Rimsky Theater, 8-10pm, Darlene Love

February 17th-  Jeanne Rimsky Theater, 8-10pm, Zoe Keating

February 18th-  Jeanne Rimsky Theater, 8-10pm, Bettye LaVette &
Raul Midon

February 25- Jeanne Rimsky Theater, 8-10pm, Alan Doyle
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and share the details!

"If you have a dream, don't wait. Act"- Kingdom Hearts

This is talking about taking time for yourself in life .To try to get rid of
the bad things happening in life, we can try to make everything better
sometimes by looking at the stars. This can help us to get ideas about
what we want to be talking about. This quote can help anyone if they
see this in a newspaper or on tv when u turn it on. This quote can help
people to work on new ideas and can help someone become as wise
as an owl. 

Words of Wisdom Tara W. 
“Listen, people like me and you, we’re different. We’re
original thinkers, intrepid outliers in this vast cesspool
of adolescence. We don’t need these inane rites of
passage to validate who we are.” - Wednesday Show

This quote shows people how to come together like a family.
Just be yourself and everything will be better than the first
The sun always shines or rain comes down but that's ok. Don't
let your guard down and life will be better. Being different can
be challenging but we can try new things. It seems odd but we
can still be friends when we try to know that person's
questions to get information about themself.

 
 



It takes
a village.
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Corpse Bride Movie Review 
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Short Story Activity

 Nicholas P.
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Pet Of The Month - Moose
Our pet of the month is
Moose. Moose is a 6-7 year
old Rottweiler surrendered
by his owner who said he
could not afford to care for
him anymore. At over 100
pounds, Moose lives up to
his name and is a big, goofy,
mushy boy- he thinks he’s 10
pounds instead of 100 and
likes to try to sit in your lap.

 Moose, like most Rottweilers
develop a bit later in life,
does have confirmed hip
dysplasia. However, at this
point it is not slowing him
down just yet. Moose is
seeking a home with older
children and large dog
experience.

The Funnies  Brandon B.

Director, Tim Burton nurtures his love for stop-motion animation with this
characteristically dark, but loose musical adaptation of a story from old folklore. In the
story the film is based on, they soon learn that the living cannot marry the dead, and the
bride collapses into dust. Good thing Corpse Bride has a happy ending. This movie and
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory were made at the same time. This was a challenge for
Burton. Johnny Depp, Christopher Lee, Deep Roy, and Hilda Brum-Carter worked on both
films. Stop motion was now more improved from the time of “The Nightmare Before
Christmas”. It took a year to make Corpse bride, while it took 3 years to make The
Nightmare Before Christmas. This is a foray into a family-friendly happy film that tells the
story of Victor Van Dort, a soon-to-be groom to Victoria Everglot, who ends up in a grave
misunderstanding when he gets cold feet and unwittingly ends up marrying a dead
woman, Emily. “With this hand, I will lift your sorrows. Your cup shall never empty, for I will
be your wine. With this candle, I will light your way in darkness. With this ring, I ask you to
be mine.” Despite the morbid themes, This is one of Tim Burton’s best movies. 
    

 

 

If you are interested in learning more about Moose, 
please call the Town of North Hempstead Animal
Shelter at 516-869-6311 or email
animalshelter@northhempsteadny.gov to request an
adoption application.

 

Jordan T.

Once upon a time, there were three children that were good. They lived in the
city and they see the empire state building and go to a restaurant. They got
chicken tenders, french fries, and ketchup. For dessert, they got chocolate ice
cream. They went home and sat down and relaxed. The next day they went to
outer space and flew next to the stars and the planets. They see spaceships and
astronauts on earth. They met an alien named Star Wars. The aliens are funny.
They look green and colorful and have two eyes. I met an alien named Sellick. He
had yellow curly hair. The flags stand up on the moon. The flag blows in the
wind. An alien was playing the piano and singing enchanted. They were tapping
their feet. They go back to the city on the rocket ship. They go to the music
concert called the Christmas Spectacular. They dance at the concert. They sing
to the pianos. Then the aliens came to the city and they went to Starbucks and
got an iced coffee. They said goodbye to the aliens and went home to sleep. The
end

Eamon M.

One day, there was a young man. I’m at The Nicholas Center. I do
art and meditation. I love to do good work. I’m a working man. I
love the Nicholas Center. I love to eat lunch. I love to watch
YouTube videos on the computer. This is Port Washington. It's
near the Long Island Expressway. I’m at work. I love to do work at
The Nicholas Center. What magic happens? There’s a magician. I
do magic tricks like Abracadabra. I love to use my magic wand. I
love to wear a hat and a cape. Magician Jordan sings and dances.
I love to do magic. Beat the magic. The stars. I wish with all my
heart. I love to do magic stuff. Magic tricks are fun. I love to do
wishes. I can make wishes. The magician laughs a lot. It’s good to
laugh. He likes to laugh because he’s happy. Magician Jordan
loves to laugh. I love to laugh. Laughing makes me happy. Laugh
and smile. I love to laugh and smile. Laughing and smiling.

 
 

What does a cloud wear under his raincoat? 
Thunderwear.

How does a cucumber become a pickle?
 It goes through a jarring experience.

What did one toilet say to the other? 
You look a bit flushed.

Why did the kid bring a ladder to school? 
Because she wanted to go to high school.

How does a scientist freshen her breath? 
With exper-mints.

What is a computer’s favorite snack?
 Computer chips.

 

Groundhog Day By Julia S. 

Groundhog Day is always on February 2nd  each and every year.
If the groundhog sees his shadow, we have 6 more weeks of
Winter. The first Groundhog Day was started in 1886 by a
newspaper editor Clymer Freas. Studies have proven no strong
correlation between a groundhog spotting its own shadow and
the arrival of Spring. The groundhog that is known as the most
famous for predicting the weather is Punxsutaway Phil. There is
also supposedly only one Phil and any other groundhogs who
attempt to do what he does are imposters. If Phil the groundhog
can’t see his shadow, it means there will be an early spring. 

 
 


